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First Lecture
In his first lecture, Professor Ashenhurst proceeded to outline the
hi story, aims and publications of the ACM Curriculum Committee on Computer
Education for Management, chaired by D.niel Teichroew.
the Committee had been formed partly

~

He suggested that

fill a gap some thought to have

been left by a previous major curriculum effort, that of the ACM Curriculum
Committee on Computer Science [Ref. 1J.

A widely heard criticism was that

eighty percent of the computing world was involved in the area of computer
applications to which the computer science curriculum did not seem to
address itself.

This idea is sometimes referred to as commercial

applications or business data processing.
The Committee was informally organized by D. Teichroew and was
subsequently awarded a grant by the National Science Foundation.

The

major thru st of its work was the development of a graduate curriculum
in information systems [Ref. 2J.
The speaker first listed some preliminary efforts of the Oommittee
which resulted in two reports [Refs. 3,4J.
The first of these [Ref. 3J reported on a series of meetings t he
committee held to ascertain the present state of matters in the business
schools in the United States of America.

This report showed that

computer-related curricula were not as developed as everybody would
have liked to hav e thought.
The second report [Ref . 4J is the Committee's so- called po sit ion
paper, documenting the need for education for information systems
professionals.
Since the major report [Ref. 2J i s aimed at a narrower objective
than s ome people may wish, that is to say at a graduate program, the
speaker point ed out that the Committee is also well aware of the needs
of continuing education and undergraduat e education.
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Professor Couger

(also a speaker at this conference) is to comment on further Committee
efforts in the area of undergraduate programs.
In the preparation of the report the Committee went through a
considerable cycle of evaluation and modification.

In particular there

was a round of academic reviews, that is, reviews by people mostly, but
not exclusively, in universities.

A preliminary draft was circulated

and referees were asked to comment in writing.
workshop of people from industry was held.

Furthermore, a two-day

At t hi s meeting the

participants became familiar with the contents of the report and were
asked to comment.

As a result of these two types of reviewing act ivities,

the Committee felt that the report had received an appropriate amount of
scrutiny.
But the speaker made clear that the Committee does not intend to be
overly didactic and maintain that this is the way it has to be done.
The report embodies a set of recommendations intended to be firm enough
to act as a framework for further discussion.

It is hoped that it will

be agreed that to have such a framework it is almost mandatory to have
specific courses designed, to have extensive bibliographies sugge sted,
and so forth.

But there was no suggest ion that this curriculum be

enshrined "as in stone " but rather it was intended to function as a

first, moderately definitive round in a process of continuing modification.
In that report the Committee tried to deal with several curricular
aspects as efficiently as possible.
Basically, a set of courses was defined which, in effect, themselves
constitute an independent "stand-alone" program, i.e. a masters level

degree program in information systems development.

This is designed as

a professional program, two years in extent, starting almost, but not
quite, from ground zero.
Next, the report proceeds to explain how one could then abbreviate
that program, assuming enough undergraduate preparation, to make it into
a one year independent program.
The speaker pointed out that by a stand-alone program he meant one
that is offered as an end in itself.

The que stion of just who offers it,

be it a university, a business school, a computer science department or

any group of well-meaning academics, is a matter of university politics,
that is, it is a question of who does what in
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a

particular university.

Beyond this, the Committee extracted from the material involved in
the above mentioned programs a program applicable in a business school.
The speaker suggested that an American business school could incorporate
certain mat erial in this curriculum as a spec ialty option in an MBA
(Master of Business Administration) program.

He also pointed out that

an MBA program in the United States has very specific general requirements
for breadth of general knowledge, hence the whole information system
curriculum obviously could not be fitted into it.

Thus the problem was

to suggest an MBA program with some of this specific orientation.
The Committee also prepared a similar extraction for a computer
science program, taking as its model the only thing that app~oaches a
common kind of model, namely 68 [Ref. 1J.

Again it was pointed out

that the Committee is aware that master's programs in computer science
are many and varied, so no attempt was made to be exhaustive.

The Committee

merely suggested that if one takes the philosophy of Curriculum 68 as
specifying a computer science masters degree then the present report
presents one way of fitting this specialty into it.
Lastly, a few suggestions were added to the report about industrial
engineering and operations research departments, which have this same
sort of general problem.
To aid the listener in understanding the general framework underlying
the curriculum, the speaker proceeded to make the following basic conceptual
distinctions.
The curriculum is in information systems development.

Hence, the

curriculum as a whole is intended for those who develop information
systems, that is, for the professionals in systems development groups,
whatever those groups may be called.

The term information systems is

the basic term denoting what is the topic of discussion.
the topic is not business systems.

For instance,

Sometimes the term organizational

information gystems will be u sed indicating that information systems are
practically always embedd ed in organizations of one sort or another.
The organizations may be government, non-profit institutions, or
whatever other ways there may be of classifying them.

In short, an

organizational information system is not just a collection of computer

•
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programs but a system which runs on a computer system, a complex of
hardware and basic operating software, and runs in an organization in
which it performs or serves some specific organizational purpose.
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A fundamental problem faced by many organizations i s how to, even
with the best will and all the finances in the world, assemble a group
which will effectively develop information systems for that organization.
A secondary problem is how the organization incorporates line and staff
people who are not in the information systems development group but who
will work with (or be interfaced with) the information system.

A final

problem concerns how the concomitant information processing centres

should be staffed.
Refe rring to the outcome of an earlier informal discus sio n of
participants in the present conference, the s peaker went on to say that
it seems that there is not enough known about t h e nature of information
systems or how they really should be managed to make the probl em of their
management simply a question of enough money and qualified staff.

Henc e,

in some sens e, the Committeets curriculum had to be based on certain

ideas about certain approaches to the notion of what information systems
are and what their management and development should be.

The result

should be taken as a considere d opinion of the Committ ee, which s pent
many hours debating one or the other facets of the problem and which
had the wide input mentioned above from both the academic and
industrial circles to get feedback on its initial ideas.
Within the framework of the di sc u ssio n of these problems Professor
Ashenhurst indicated why he assigned the topics to hi s le cture s , the
topics of the first to the third lecture respectively being
1)

What we can say about information systems.

2)

What kind of positions, in the opinion of the committee, are being
defined in industry and what kind of education it thinks i s
appropriate to fill these position s.

3)

The details of the curriculum itself.
In the remainder of the lecture Professor Ashenhurst outlined s ome

of the aspects of information systems which he considers basic for
purposes of teaching.

He suggested that if one is a teaching organization

one ha s to proceed more systematically than, say , the line manager who
can have his view of information systems communi cated by a certain number

of anecdotes about a certain amount of irascible dealing s with people,
and so forth.

In teaching one has to formulate one ' s view of information

systems somewhat definitively, i.e. one must have a point of view.
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The speaker went on to express agreement with Professor Page's
statement, during his introductory speech, that comput er science
departments have eschewed this area because it was assumed that there
is not enough of a formulated way of looking at information systems
or the way information systems work in organizations to really make it
any part of curricula as they then existed.
In the report an attempt was made to coin various words and to keep
using various concepts which are thought to be important.

The report

does not begin with a set of rigorous definitions, which was felt to be
an activity which often turns out to be fairly sterile, but tries to
comnluni cate the meanings of those words by the way they are used, by
putting them in italics the first time they occur and being fairly
careful with usage of language from there on.

The speaker commented

that one nice thing about this way of beginning a report is that one
can write fairly carefully and it does not necessarily appear that it
is overly particular in style.

The disadvantage is, however, that one

reads the report without realizing that some fairly firm conceptual
foundations were being assumed.

Hence, one can read it superficially

and not get as much of the impact of what was being said, as one would
like.

In writing the report there were some fairly firm definitions

in mind and there were some fairly firm distinctions made having to do
with the nature of information systems.
The first of the conceptual notions about information systems is
that they are regarded as something that runs on, but not exclusively,
a computer system.

In fact there is a computer system part and a

manual system part, which themselves are just the modus operandi for
the information system.
Secondly, an information system runs in an organization.

We can

in effect think of an information system as something which i s surrounded
by the organization which it is serving, and consists of a hardware-software complex of some sort and people who are performing various tasks in
connection with it.
Thirdly, the term information system development denotes a process
which involves
an analysis segment
a design segment
an implementation segment, and
an operation segment .
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The curri culum is aimed at professional practitioners who will take care
of the analysis and design phases.
Fourthly, it i s widely said that the user has been sadl y neglected
in system design and this was taken very much into account in the
curriculum.

But the speaker felt it desirable to differentiate between

a so cal l ed high-level and low-level user.

Some people differentiate

b etween the beneficiary and the u ser and though this may be an awkward
terminology, the speaker s uggested t hat this emphasizes the distinction
between those who use the information system in the sense that they know
nothing about co mputer s but who have to interact with the information
system on a daily basis, and those in the organization who are supposed
to benefit by the system, as for instance the management would be
exp ected to benefit from a management information system.

The need

for making the distinction was illustrated by the fact that an
information system may be "a beauty" to use but give useless information

and t hereby not be advantageous to the people who are supposed to benefit .
Alternatively, a system can have some wonderful information in it for
management and yet that information may be unobtainable because the
people who are supposed to deal with the system on a day-to-day basis
cannot get at it because, for instance, t he operating procedures are

too clumsy.
To summarize, when one refers to the user loosely, one shoul d really
think of both these facets.

By both facets are meant t h e peopl e outside

the system who are s uppo sed to interact with it in one way or another .
Fifthly, there are also t h e people inside the system.

In particular,

the sp eaker distinguished between the people who mu st operate the system
and those who maintain it, and h e s uggested t h at these are two somewhat
different k inds of activities.

To have the system designed so that both

operati on and maintenance are effect ive and efficient is clearly a very
desirable feature and it i s sometimes ne g l ected .
Finally,the s peak er distinguished between maintaining the system,
which is the sort of direct interaction which makes changes to t h e

system,

and modifying the system, which connotes the more hi gh-l evel system gro up
changes .

That is, it should be a requirement of system design t hat the

systems group shou ld be a ble to modify the system in a coh erent and
orderly way at the request of the people for who se benef it the system
i s working.

The high-l eve l systems group sho uld b e able to s pec ify
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these modification s and then the maintenan ce group should be able to
incorporate these modifications without int erfering unduly in "ystem
operation.
One way of looking at systems, t h e way repre s ented in the report
and the present lecture, is by con s id ering the aspects the system
presents to the various people who must interact with it in various
ways.

Presumably, the system should be designed so that it works

smoothly and effective ly for all these peopl e.

The speaker pointed

out that it is difficult to just sit down and say how one de signs a
system, how one formulates the concept of system so that it will do
all these things for all these people.

But he also expressed the

view that one mu st have al l those facets in mind when one talks
about systems development becau se if one do es not, one clearly will
obtain something that l eaves something to be d esired .
Professor Ashenhurst's way of representing systems by focussing
on the various groups that one wants to say are within the
organization as well as on the aspects t h e system should pr esent
to them is illustrated in the diagram.
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Figure 1
Information systems attributes and organizational functions
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The diagram indicates that there are several different groups to
be taken into account, the operating group at the bottom, the rest of
the organization on the left side, the development group at the right
and up above the planning group, who presumably is going to benefit
from the information system, but does not have any direct interaction.
The arrows are labelled by different words which all end in the
suffix "ability".

Hence, it is convenient to call the attributes

denoted by these words "system abilities".
Capability is the utility of the system to the high-level user,
the person whom the organizational functions of the system are supposed
to support, whereas usability is utility for those who directly
interact with the system.
Modifiability and maintainability are the two aspects of changing
the system once it is developed.
Operability is the facility of the system to be operated on a
continuing basis.
system.

Stability is another desirable attribute of the

The system should be stable, that is, predictable and

constant in its behaviour, but it should also be modifiable, that
is, changeable in its behaviour, if indeed such change is asked
for and authorized.

An expansion of these classifications into sub-classifications
of abilities is intended to take into account further refinements
of these ideas.

For instance, capability, that is, the requirement

the system must fulfil in order to be useful to the top management
of a company involves further side requirements beyond this kind of
utility.

Some of these are that information should not be available

to unauthorized people, and that unauthorized people should not be
able to get inside the system to modify it, and so on.

They are

denoted by words like inscrutability, impenetrability and invulnerability.
But contrasted to these attributes, a system should display
predictability, which is in a sense the opposite of inscrutability,
and should also display accessibility too when it is found that
something has gone awry that human interpretation can remedy.
Alterability is an attribute of a system which all too often is
not taken into account.

The system is designed to work in the

stereotype case rather than the anomalous one.
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There are also requirements for the internal management, such
as being able to verify what is going on, being able to validate the
operation and for external agents to be able to audit the system.
Again, verifiability and auditability are not taken into account at
the development stage nearly as often as one would think or hope.
Similarly, one can subclassify on the usability, operability
and maintainability fronts.

In particular, the operations group

should be able to control the system both in its normal operation
and to recover in the abnormal case.

This way one can increase

the list and one may like or dislike this way of using terms for
all these things, but coining words for these notions gives one in
effect a checklist of questions one can ask.

In fact, equipped with

all these words, one can ask some very good questions of a group
that is developing a system.
Professor Ashenhurst went on to s uggest that the system
abilities approach to the characteristics of systems yield s not
only a tool with which the project management can ask embarrassing
questions but one which can serve research in t he un iversity

context.

He felt that these word s could be used as the basis;

these words cou ld be translated into technical requirements, such
as the requirement of being secure to unauthorized access but open
to authorized access, that is, the whole matter of systems security
and procedures.

In effect, the techn ical requirements her e stem

from certain operational requirements.

One can s et down these

word s, these chara cteristics, and t h en say what technical
requirements they imply and in particular what techniques of
development, what techniques of structuring stem therefrom .

In

this way progress can be made in a general way regarding the
factors that govern systems development.
It may have been noticed that no mention has been made of the
partic ular organizational context in which systems work.

It i s , of

course, nece s sary that you know that an airline s ystem doe s one

thing, an oil refinery system another and so forth.

But here an

attempt is made to get general characteristics and set them in a
framework which is specific eno ugh so t hat most questions can be
asked and further research can be done.
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Professor Ashenhurst next expressed the fact t hat he thought that
the further development of information systems c ould a l s o pro ceed on
lines suggested by Herbert Simon in hi s little book The Sciences of t h e
Artificial [ Ref. 5J.

This t hought- provoking book a ppli es to systems in

a very genera l sen se, and to information systems in particular.

Simon

talk s about a system as being something with an inner environment and
an outer environment.

Since h e i s talking a bout systems in general,

he u ses exemplary contexts like a watc h, whi ch has t h e work s in s ide
it and has the env ironment out s ide of i t , namely, those who are
looking up the time.

Professor Ashenhurst thought this a u seful way

to look at systems.
For the p articular case of "information syst ems ll, one con ce iv es

of t he comput er system on whi ch the information system r un s as an
inner environm ent, and the organization system outside it as the
Quter environm ent.

The speaker also st ated that h e would like to see thi s type of
analysis carried further rath er along the lin es of the same kind of
conceptual st ructure that is common in the analysis of operating
systems today and mentioned Profe ss or Dijkstra as one of the chief
orchestrators of these concept s .

In parti cul ar , h e sugge ste d that

the outer l eve l is the beneficiary or the group for whom the system
works, and thi s level ha s as the int e rfa ce with the inner level the
information system.

That i s to say , t h e information system mu st

look a certain way to the peo ple outside and that way is pre s umably
somewhat independent of what t he computer system looks like in s id e ,
or what the program s and files look like.

The information system i s

supposed to look like an aggregate of information inputs and outputs
to the outermost lev el .
Another level the speaker referred to wa s that of the user, the
direct interacto r, who mu st know something about the program s and
files, but does not want to know about the actual computer structures
in which the se are emb edded.
A further level is that of the pe ople who operate the system.

They

must not only know something about the program s and files, in fact it is
not so important to know what program s are doing a s to know what unit is
doing which program, s o to sp eak.

They need to know what the hardware

and the basic operating software look s like.
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This way of approaching systems is illustrated by a diagram
which was accredited by the sp eaker to

D. Teichroew

(see Figure 2).

Hardware System
Computer
System
Hard Software System
Information
Processing
System
Physical System: Programs
and Files

Information
System
Organization

Logical System: User requirements

Organization System:

Figur e 2
Levels of Systems to be designed, analyzed, constructed and measured.
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A third approach which the sp eaker felt capable of bearing fruit
again comes from operating systems.

In operating systems stud ie s one

ta lks about proce sses which are program s in execution, something

s p ecified by the program while it is going on, and this concept should
be readily amenable to generalization.

However, he pointed out the

danger that computer scientists might let information systems collapse
into operating systems by reducing informat ion systems to our
knowledge about operating systems.

The distinction that needs to

be made is that the operating system of a computer system is in fact
an information system.

It is an information system which is about

that computer system, that is, the data in it are data on the compute r
system, such as how many hardware unit s it has, what set of programs
it has available, and so forth.
On the other hand an information system in general co uld be
about an organization, a library, a particular set of equipment of
an indu strial system or something like that.

The author added that

this might be a fourth way to characterize information systems.

This

classification scheme would be the outcome of asking what an information
system is about, what is the data in it, what does it refer to, that is,
what is the semantics of the information system.
Finally Professor Ashenhurst stated that these are just some ways
in which one can look at information systems and that it is, however,
important that one has some concept of their nat ure but , of course,
the details are far from being filled in.

This should be done by

computer scientists and others who are interested in promoting this
field or perhaps they will fill in other conceptual frameworks that
may seem pertinent to them.

The result should then be made the basis

both of re search and the structuring o·f courses and presentations.
In summary of the substance of his first lecture he stated that there
must be a greater conceptual foundation in this problem area.

To supply

this is by no means an impossible task and it is one worthy of intellectual
effort.

One of the effects that it i s hoped that the curriculum report

will have is to spur people on in directions as indicated in that report.
Discussion.

Professor Dijkstra asked what the arrows meant in the diagram?
(See Figure 1).
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Professor Ashenhurst sa id that he thought of the arrows as meaning
the direction of the flow of requirement s.

The information system is

there to give a capability and that i s where all the arrows stem from.
What capability is required is what determines the modifications and
hence an arrow goes from "capability" to "modifiability" .

Furthermore,

what the capability i s determines how the user proce eds and how the
peopl e who directly interact with the system shal l u se t h e system
and shall be able to interact with it.

The arrows indi cate a sort of

conceptual requirement flow but indeed, that wa s not s pelled out in
text.
Professor Verri .j n-Stuart felt somewhat uncomfortab l e that
Profes sor Ashenhurst had not got s ome correspondence to the notion of
flexibility in hi s scheme.

By flexibility he meant t he capability a

system has when different things are built in right from the start ,
thinking of the future for which one ha s already reorganized the
whole setup.
Professor Ashenhurst

replied that one had a very particular

problem, which wa s all too familiar in the scienc e of programming,
namely did one build in all of t h e po ss ible adaptations into the
original vers ion, or did one design a system so t hat it could be
modified in its behaviour suitable to changing circumstances,
flexibility versus adaptibility.

On e had a trade-off and he thought

of this as roughly on the stab ility-modif iabi lity axis.
He said that 'either we designed the system to be highly modifiable
to keep up with changing circumstances or we made the system very
general, in which case it wa s supposed to be able to modify it self
as the circumstances change .

I think in the design of big

information systems we have a simi lar problem as in the design of
·program s, only a more complex and horr endous one.

In the latter

case, one has to talk about changing operating procedure s and changes
to what the pe ople interacting with the system should see and so forth.
Yet, it is probably true that the range of things we have to take into
account, the range of circum stances we must anticipate, is so great

that it is very difficult to design the system in suffi c ient generality.
So you must depend on a continuing proc ess of incorporating modifi cat ion s ".

Profe sso r Verri.jn-Stuart

stated that the key word was "trade-off".

•

Second Lecture
In his second lecture, Professor Ashenhur st outlined the specific
course-structuring in the curriculum.

The educational requirements

were mainly that there should be different cour s e s tream s to fit
people for different kinds of tasks.

The basi c course is de s igned

to be a profes s ional graduate program to train people to work in
information sys tems development.

It can be modified to fit into an

MBA degree, or to fit into a computer science c our s e.

Referring

again toFigure1, the four dotted boxes may perhaps indicate four
departments within an organization, or in any case four separable
kinds of activity.

A student emerging from the basic program would

be suited for entry into the information systems development section,
but having one eye on the organizational operation and control and
one eye on information systems operation.

From the MEA with information systems option the student might
be expected to move into the organization operat i on group interfacing
with the information systems operation group, with particular concern
for a specific application area (accounting, production, etc.).

Being

more familiar with management studies, he might also expect ultimate
advancement to the organ i zation planning group.
The graduate in computer science with this option would probably
tend towards the information system operation group, since he will
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most likely be less concerned with the overall structure of the system.
The courses them s elves fall into four categories, labelled
A,B,C, and D.
A

Analysis of Organizational Systems

B

Background for Systems Development

C

Computer and Information Technology

D

Development . of Information Systems

Figure 3 gives the titles of the courses in each of these categories.
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Analysis of Organizational Systems

A1.
A2.

A3.
A4.

Introduction to Systems Concepts
Management Functions
Information Systems for Management
Socia l Implications of Information Systems

Basic Tool s for Systems Development
B1.
B2.

Operations Analysis and l10delling
Human and Organizational Behaviour

Computer and Information Technology
C1 •
C2.
C3.
C4.

Information Structure s
Computer Systems
File and Communication Systems
Software Engineering

Development of Information Systems
D1.
D2.
D3.

Information System Analysis
Information System Design
Systems Development Projects

Figure 3
The Thirteen Courses
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The A group of cour ses are p re paration for the organization and
information analysis aspect of the program, whereas t he C group l ook
at t he ba sic c omput er technology as t hi s i s a ppli cabl e to the program.
The B group of cour ses sits betwe en these two and form the background for each.
hand, and

the other.

These co urses include operation s r esearc h on the on e

introdu ct o ~

b e havioural sc i e n ce a nd organizational theory on

Whil e mentioning background, it is appropriate to comment on

the pre requi sites that the pro gram assum es .

These are complet ely out s id e

the program and consist of elementary mathemati cs (up to and includ i ng
linear algebra), and also cour ses in el ementary stat isti cs, computer
programming, economics and p syc holo gy .
course level only would suffice.

These subj ects tak en at first

The courses in the B g roup focus

the prerequi s it e background fields which are no t readily available
at undergraduate level.

These cour ses are also directly a pplicabl e

to both t he A and C courses in the sen se t hat, for in stan ce ,
operations researc h can b e u sed to analyse operation s both of a
corporation and of a computer system.

Similar ly the behavioural

aspects of both the comput er systems code and the organizational
side mu st be taken into account.

Thus the B cour ses naturally come

between the A &nd C courses, and they also feed nat urally into both
information analys i s and system design.
Finally the D courses form the heart of the program- -th ese purport
to deal with actual information syst em d eve lopment.
course s in prerequisite-diagram form.
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Figure1 gives the

B2

A1

B1

Human and
Organizational

Introduction
to Systems
Concepts

Operations
Anal ysis
and Modeling

Behav iour

C1

Peo ple

Information
Structure s

Systems

Models

C2
Computer
Systems

A2

Organizational
Functions

Organizations
Computers

A3
Information
Systems for
Operations and
Management

C3
File and
Communication

C4
Software
Design

Systems

Society

A4

Social Impli cations
of Information
Systems

D1

Informat i on
Analysis

D2

System
Design
D3

Systems
Development

Information Systems Deve lopment

Figure 4
Course Relation s hips
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After t he background cour ses , courses A2, A3 and Dl tak e the
s tudent through the information analysi s aspects of t he pro gram, while
C2, C3, C4 and D2 really give a c ompreh ensive set of courses for
learning t he as pects of system design.
Finally, it i s desirable to have a projects cou rse and this is
t h e course D3.

It i s no t so well specified s ince it i s felt that the

content of this course i s ma de de pend ent on the facilities available
to the individual in st itution s.

For exampl e, a university with very

cl o se ties with indu stry may find it is possible to give the students
actual industrial experience, whereas others may n eed to be g i ven some
s ort of in-house proj ect.

The main thing i s t hat the stud ents have

hand s- on proj e ct experience.
I t i s hoped that the products of such a co ur se would have skill s
for entry l evel requirements, and t h ere are six k ey words describing
t he areas of knowledge t hat t he program aims to teach about.

These are:

Peo pl e, Systems, Models, Organi zat ion s , Computer s, and Soc i ety .
It can be seen from Figure 4how the various cour ses relate to t hes e areas.
For instance, B2 is related to p eopl e, perhap s more than any of t he other
cour ses (but not exclusively), Bl to models and Al to systems of all sorts.
A4 i s included not just because it is thought to b e a " good thing",
but also because some of the graduates may go into organizations such as
gove rnmenta l d epartme nts wh ere these social cons iderat ion s are mo st
important.

Although it may a ppear to be out on a limb, th i s cour se

really belongs to a valid pro gression through the A group of cour ses.
Al appears on t he di ag ram in s uch a way as to imply that the systems
considered h ere are mai nly the organi zat ional-type systems .

The three

courses B2, Al , Bl are intended to be basic conceptua l cour ses , and
A2 and A3 deal with what organizations are like, and also what
informat ion systems appropriate to those organizations should be like.
The c ourse A2 talks about t h e functions that organizations carry out
and t hat large ly define s what type s of inf ormation systems are required
to support this.

I t define s what tho se functions are; t h e way in which

the system will support those func t ion s is also defined.

Th e co ur se A3

looks at t he n ext high er level, the tact i cal level and the strateg ic
l evel or or ganizational systems.

Thes e concepts will feed into the

even broader context--the context of society and what so rt of
information systems are appropriate, as considered in A4.
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Looking now at the C group, C1 is a basic conce ptual course also,
similar in content to the course I 1 as defined in Curriculum 68 [ Ref. 1J,
entitled "Data Structures", being taught widely from Vol. 1 of Knuth
[ Ref. 6J.

As a course it is not to o esoteric from a computer science

point of view, but in practical terms it describes the u ses to which
stacks, trees, etc. are put.

C2 is the central course in computer

systems, and i s concerned with the hardwar e/s oftware /architec t ural
point of view, but again with the prac tical applications in mind.
Rather than discussing the design of such systems , t h e course deals
with hardwar e modul es and the software that drives them, and this is
a very introductory course in computer systems .
C3 and C4 are again of a technical nature, but these are somewhat
more oriented toward this curriculum.

C3 i s about file and communication

systems both in t he hardware/software context and in the u ser-ori ented
package context.

System de sign i s tending more and more to make use

of file handling packages which are currently being developed.
Communication systems are concerned with the hardware/software level,
but not with the very technical engineering details.

C4 is called

software de sign, where software is here intended to mean programs or
groups of program s which are designed to be run co-operatively and
by people other than the design ers .

They must be an integral part of

the system, and as pointed out by Profe ssor Parnas (also a s peaker at
this conference), must adhere to certain design constraint s and
conventions.

Finally the D courses are fed logically from the A

courses and the C courses.

The courses were modified--new part s inserted--by di sc us s ion with
other people such as reviewers and the groups from industry with which
the Committee had discussion.

For example the indu str ial side was

concerned about the problem of equipment conversion considerations.

I

The Committe e then redesigned certain part s of the courses to
ac commodate this.
Thi s program was designed as a two-year course and with a normal
load of four courses/semester, this left room for three other electives,
meaning that the course could assume even more of an information analysis
flavour, even more of a system de s ign flavour or achieve some other

general objective.

It would also not be unreasonable to allow some

courses to be taken at an undergraduate level, so that thi s would be
specific preparation for a one- year graduate program or rather a
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five-year Bach e lor/Master ' s pro gram , aiming on entry for that
particular Maste r' s s pec ialty.

Suppo rt ing this, th e first year i s

in s ome sen se more background , and t h e sec ond year i s t h e more
sp ec i al i zed typ e of course .

For i n stance, computer science graduates

would be expected to have C1 and C2 and possib l y some knowledge of C3
a nd C4, but the latter i s not c ommon and cannot be assumed .

Simil a r ly ,

an undergraduat e bu sin ess major would know a certain amount about A1
and A3, although he would almost certainly not have the same kind of
systems ori entat ion that would be provided h ere.

This would r eal l y

apply only to a business or compute r sc i en ce undergraduate who kn ew
that this wa s the graduate course h e wanted to take so t hat h e could
take the a ppropriat e cour ses for it .

If all t he se conditions are

fulfilled, then it is po ss ibl e to imagine t h e program b e ing taken as
a one-year po st-graduate cour se .
To ta ilor t hi s to the MBA bu s in ess sc hool degree or comput er science
degree, some whol e courses can be taken, and others can be combined, for
example (1) a course which is a combination of two A-courses (A1, A3) and
(2) courses from a combination of t wo C cour ses each can b e made up in
an appropriate way to form a cour se for i nclusion in a busine ss scho ol

degree or a computer science degree.

Such a graduate of ( say) a

computer sc i ence course would not have the training in information
systems as h e would have had had he t aken the program as set out here,
but on the other hand, h e would know more about them than some of t h e
computer science graduates who are emerg ing now from universities.

Finally, t h e Committ ee ha s put a great deal of thought into how
to bring a ll these concepts to be a r on any given course.

For example ,

in cour se C3 on file and communication systems , a teacher in c·omputer
science can take thi s mat erial and absorb it into a computer sc ienc e
c our se.

Thi s is to a certa in extent true, but one of t he aspects of

file systems i s the behaviour al aspects, and t hi s should be
emphasized fairly strongly, and C3 has been d esigned wi t h this in
mind, altho ugh it is hoped that computer scientists will st ill feel
that they can u se s uch a c our se .

Thi s prin ci ple has been a pplied to

each course, in order to exploi t the interaction between disciplines.
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Discussion

Professor Verri,in-Stuart

then opened the discussion by asking what

the prerequisites for the course were, with particular regard to the
mathematical background.

By way of answer, Professor Ashenhurst referred

the quest ioner to section 3 .1 of the report, which h e amplified by say ing
that the elementary statistics, econom i cs, p syc hology and computer
programming would probably be contained in one course, and the
mathematics would depend entirely on what each student had done in his
undergraduate cour se.

Probably, though, he would have covered enough

mathematics in hi s first two undergraduat e years.

Two c our ses , one in

finite mathematics and one in linear algebra would be suff ici ent.

The

p sychology co urse is a very elementary course ju st to lay down the
framework for this behavioural as pect of the program.

Professor

Verri,in-Stuart followed this up by a sking what other sort of education
the ba chelor would be expected to have, to which Professor Ashenhurst
replied that h e thought that it co uld probably be applied to almost
any other sub j ect interest, since after all information systems can
have all sorts of applications.

He agreed t hat almost any graduate

would be suitable for this program, provided he had the prerequisites.
Dr. Williams then made the comment that h e t hought the prerequi sites
were such that it wa s po ss ible for them to be picked up early in the
program even by people who did not have t h e formal qualifications s uch
as graduates from other disciplines and people who have already spent
s ome years in business but then return to a univ ersity to follow one
of these courses.

Professor Ashenhurst agreed with t h is view, but

qualified it by say ing that there were t wo types of prerequ i s it es--tho se
which were desirable in the sense that the student should be able to make
up in these subjects that which he i s missing.

Following up hi s previous

point, Dr. Williams then su ggested that many student s , when studying
computer systems, would become bogged down in one parti cular operating
system, and that rather than operating systems as s uch, sh ould the
student s not be given a course in computer a rchite cture.
whether the Committee had considered t hi s .

He asked

Th is wa s answered by

Professor Ashenhurst by saying that he hoped that t h e co ur ses C2 and
C3 would in fact deal with operating system s in general and not become
oriented towards one system only .

Professor Di,ikRtra Re.; d t hat thiR

course was all right for vocation al training in management and as s uch

it is greatly influenced by soft sciences.
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He asked whether the content

of the course is sufficient to improve the ways in which computers are

used, and Professor Ashenhurst replied that he thought it was.
Third Lecture
Professor Ashenhurst opened the third session by saying that he
intended to devote most of the time remaining to him to discussion.

The

previous day's provocative exchanges would provide a good starting point.
However, before the discussion he wished to make three small points.
Firstly, it is necessary to correct a wrong impression which was
apparently given previously.

The aim of the curriculum is not to

produce people to design system software or computer systems, but to
produce people who can use these tools.

It is possible for the system

designer to specialize to a certain extent, but what is essential is
that he should be familiar with all the currently available techniques
and software packages and be able to use them.
Secondly, it is worth giving a further paradigm to demonstrate
another facet of the structure of the thirteen courses comprising the
curriculum.

This particular approach (Figure 5) hopefully provides some

new insight.

TOOLS

CONTEXT

TECHNIQUES

PRACTICE
Figure 5
Role of different courses in the curriculum
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As can b e seen from Figure 5 the course s are separat ed into four
gro up s :
(a)

Tools, in terms of which t h e st ud ent will think.

(b)

Organizational functions and computer systems together form the
context, or envi ronment, in which the stud ent must work.

In the

case of computer systems especially it is important that t he
empha s i s should be on cont ext.

Th e purpo se of the C2 cour se i s

not to teach the student computer archi tectur e or s oftware
engin eer ing, but to provid e a broad understand ing which will
enable him to work with and u se comput er systems.
( c)

Techniques.

This i s the heart of the curri cul um in that here we

a re trying to teach the student "how to do something" as distinct
from teaching him the tool s and cont ext whi ch h e will hav e to
under stand first.
(d)

Practic e .

Proj ects provid e the stud ent with an opportunity to put

into practic e all that h e ha s learned in (a), (b), and (c).
Thirdly and finally, a word about the expre ss ion " systems analyst ".
This i s a rath er misleadi ng expression, for it implie s the wro ng things
about how to work with information systems.

It implie s first that one

should analyze systems rather t ha n analyze informat ion, and sec ondly it
implie s an approach which def ines a system and then sets about analyzing
it.

There are proper l y two di sti n ct functions:

and System Des ign.

Information Anal ysis

The curri culum i s trying to enco urage an a pproach

which analyzes the information need s of an organization, and t hen d es ign s
a system to meet t hose needs.

Of cour se , to a large extent t hese two

proc esses run con currently, but t h e essential c ondition is that system
design does not preempt in formation analysis.
Discu ss ion

At thi s point Profe ss or Ashenhurst propo sed that the re st of the
session be devot ed to di s cussion.
Profes s or Verri ,i n-Stuart

open ed t h e di sc u ssi on by s aying that he

felt that t h ere was still co nf u si on as to the precise objectives of the

11

curriculum, and he asked Profes s or As h enhur st to reiterate t hem briefly.
Professor

ARh~nhurst

repliAo t.hat t h ey were (a) to provide

(L

Lwu-year

graduate pro g ram that would produce p eo pl e who would be able to fun ct ion in
entry-l evel po s ition s in group s dedi cated to the deve lopm en t of informat ion

systems, and (b) to suggest cour ses which might be incorporated in
existing MBA and computer science MS courses in order to provide student s
in these courses with sufficient knowledge to enable them to function
we ll in an information systems environment.

Professor Verrijn-Stuart

considered that it was important that the

curriculum should be directed towards producing the prof essional approach
to the subject, rather than an approach directed towards research.
Professor Page pointed out that one criticism which might be levelled
against the curriculum was that it mer ely fitted the graduate for an
apprenticeship, without giving him a deep und erstanding of t he problems
underlying organizations and information systems.

He implied that the

academically oriented British and European universities might find it
difficult to undertake providing a curriculum s uch as the one propo sed
by Professor Ashenhurst.
In reply to this Professor Ashenhurst said that the motivat ion for
providing the curriculum was that there was a need for pe ople with this
kind of training.

He felt that information systems were not being

designed succe ssfully becau se the conceptual foundations n ecessary
were neither known nor disseminated through the educational process.
He added that not only was education ne cessary , but also research into
the nature of information systems, with the aim of finding a more
formal basis for the subject as a whole.
Professor Page then asked whether Professor Ashenhurst thought that
his curriculum would attract people in the top five percent as, he claimed,
computer sc ience courses do.

If not, then there would be justification

for the courses to become means of merely i mparting knowledge.

The

best people are attracted by having to solve difficult problems.
Professor Ashenhurst

claimed that there are different motivations,

and that it is therefore quite conceivable that the top people would wish
to work with information systems rather than in more academically oriented
disciplines.

Moreover, whil e admitting that h e hop ed that good p eo ple

would wi s h to work in this field, h e said that it was not disastrous if
the top five percent were not attracted.

He hoped however t hat people

of the highest calibre would be attracted to do research in the field
of information systems, if not to work directly on their design and
implementation.
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Mr. Land felt that the problems associated with information systems
were in fact so difficult that they did need the best people to solve them.
What was needed at this stage was an identification of these problems.
Professor Ashenhurst agreed, and suggested that when the problems had
been better defined, then the best people would be attracted to work on them.
Dr. Florentin

criticized the curriculum on the grounds that it was too

rigid and standardized.

He felt that a curriculum such as the one proposed

should merely provide a framework which would allow each university to
implement it as appropriate to its own situation.

In particular

Dr. Florentin criticized the artificiality of constraining each of the
thirteen courses to the same length in time.

He also felt that the

curriculum did not concentrate on providing a sufficient conceptual
grasp of the subject.
In reply Professor Ashenhurst claimed that it was necessary to provide
detailed subject matter for each course in order to make it clear what he
was talking about.

He reiterated that the curriculum could be used as a

framework without necessary adherence to the detailed course subject
matter, and maintained that in fact it was rich in conceptual material.
Professor Dijkstra

was concerned that the life-time of the material

of the courses was too short.

Too much stress was placed on current

techniques in management science which were unlikely to be valid in ten
years' time.

He added that it was questionable whether vocational

training, as this curriculum seemed to be, should be done at universities
at all.
Professor Ashenhurst

said that in his view the curriculum provided

the student with a conceptual framework into which he should be able to
assimilate new ideas and techniques.
Professor Dijkstra

questioned how much scientific value there was in

the kind of curriculum proposed by Professor Ashenhurst.

He suggested

that a subject having scientific value was one which, at least, embraced
a coherent body of knowledge and understanding of its own.

It was dubious

whether the study of information systems could claim such a distinction.
Professor Ashenhurst

admitted that the study of information systems

relied to a considerable extent on the body of knowledge and techniques
of computer science, but he maintained that such techniques were by no
means sufficient for a full understanding of information systems, and
that it was necessary for new techniques to be developed.
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Dr. Florentin,

in response to the attacks, direct and implied,

on the validity of the study of information systems as a scientific
subject worthy of intellectual pursuit, then expressed his view that
there were topics in managem ent science that could be taught at great
depth, and that therefore there could be a great intellectual challeng e
which would secure the interest of the best students.
Mr. Bromberger

then made two points.

First, he was convinced that

it would be better to teach the organizational concepts of the curriculum
on top of a knowledge of computer systems, rather than in parallel with
it as proposed by Professor Ashenhurst.

Second, in his experience, those

students who were particularly interested in computer science were not at
all attracted to working with information systems.
Replying to the second point, Professor Page suggested that it would
be wrong for computer science to become a purely research-oriented discipline.
Computer sc ientists must be willing to look at how computers are used.

As

an example of the dangers of a too narrow outlook he cited the case of the
mathematics/statistics departments in American universities which had
become embedded in measure theory with the result that they never looked
at data.
Professor Ashenhurst, agreeing, sa id that in general, computer science
courses do not look at problems in an entirely practical way, i.e. from
the point of view of organizations, and he suggested that his curriculum
therefore filled a particular need.
Dr. Hanani

then asked a question c on cerning the prerequisites for a

student start ing the proposed two-year curriculum.

He pointed out that

Professor Ashenhurst's proposals were geared to the American university
system and would be difficult to implement in European universities,
because it was possible only in American universiti es to obtain a liberal
undergraduate education which covered a number of diverse disciplines,
for example, mathematics and psychology.
Professor Ashenhurst
Professor Gilles
(a)

agreed.

then made four points:

In some Scottish universities it was possible to take maths and

psychology together in an undergraduate course.

(b) In hi s view, some

of the top five percent of students were motivated towards commercial
work.

(c)

oriented.

European universities of the Middle Ages were vocationally(d)

looked too easy.

He was of the opinion that the curriculum as a whole
Those courses which constituted the main body of
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knowl edg e of information systems were d escriptive , and therefore too
easy .

In part icul ar , the co ur ses on the computer systems side appeared

to be the easier one s fr om the di sc ipline of computer science, and not
the mor e rigorous ones.

Professor Page
J

ag r eeing with Professor Gill es , said that h e thought

t hat the c our ses of the curriculum amounted more to "li stening and
co lle ct ing" t han to "thinking and doing ".
Profe ssor Ashenhurst

felt that in s pit e of what the pr ev iou s two

sp eake r s had said , i t would be po ss ibl e to design the individual c our ses
of t h e c urric ulum to conta in sub stant i ve material which was both
challenging and testable.
Professor Melkanoff asked Professo r Gilles what courses in comput e r
sc i ence did h e feel to be the harder ones.

Compil er de s i gn?

Logi c c ircuits?

What would Professor Gilles like to see in the curriculum?
Professor Gille s said t hat h e would have hoped to see courses on
automata theory and sequential pro cesses in c luded in the curri culum.
As it stood , he felt t hat t h e hardest courses were A1 , B1 and C1 .
Professor Ashenhurst

said that he believed t hat a tradit ionally

hard cour se in computer science, lik e t hat of compiler design, was only
hard in the days b efor e it crystallized into a forma li zed di sc ipline.
However, h e t hought t hat t her e were no paral l els to t hi s in t h e
propo sed curri cul um.

On t h e oth er ha nd, h e wa s of t he view t hat t h e

study of information systems would be syste mat i zed, but perhaps not
so much as c omput er sc i en ce s ubj ects have b een, because information

systems are embedded in a "fu zzy " world , whereas compil ers, for

example, are embedded in a d ete rmini st i c pi ece of hardware , t he
compute r .

He also thought t hat th e propo sed curr i cul um provid ed a

s ui tab l e framework for t h e evo luti on of t h e s ubj ect.
A numb er of peopl e expressed t he view t hat s uch evol ution was
n ece ssary, and hop ed i t would take pla ce .
Professor Di j k stra

reiterated h i s concern t hat t he curri culum

was geared too much to the teaching of cur re nt techniques and methods.
He cited t he probl em of pro gram veri fi catio n, stating that t h e
techniqu es p resently u sed and taught we r e known to be inadequate.
His fea r was t hat the curri culum would produ ce peopl e who would
c ontinue u s ing t hese inadequat e techniques long after t hey became
obsolete .

Th ese pe ople would b e ti ed to the status

n eed to prolong it .
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and to t he

Professor Ashenhurst said that he hoped that the proposed curriculum
would lead people to question rather than to accept situations.
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